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Object of the game 

You are an Evil lord in his Dark Throne in the Tower of Fear of his Castle of Skulls. 

Isn’t it obvious what your aim is? You want to conquer the world! 

Since you are a cunning and resourceful Dark Lord, you can do it in three different ways: 

1) by collecting at least 3 Machine Pieces, in order to build the Infernal Machine which will give 

you total domination over the world; or 

2) by collecting at least 3 Alchemical Ingredients, in order to distil the Power Filter which will give 

you total domination over the world; or 

3) by collecting at least 3 Unholy Rituals, in order to perform the Dark Ritual which will give you 

total domination over the world. 

     
An example of Machine Piece, Alchemical Ingredient and Unholy Ritual 

 

In order to do so, you will have to give orders to your lowly Minions which will try to perform evil 

deeds, collect valuable resources, spread terror, fight heroes and cause general mayhem. 

Oh, another thing: there seem to be a few other Evil Lords around who are trying to conquer the 

world themselves: you will have to do it before them.  

    

Basic Resources 

There are 3 basic resources in the game: Gold, Food and Mana. 

You will use them both to produce component for your Doomsday devices and to increase the 

capabilities of your Minions. 

       
In addition, as you progress in your path of darkness, you will become both feared and hated by the 

Heroes of the Realm: while being feared is a good thing, since will aid your minions in combat 

situations, being hated too much could bring trouble, since will increase the probability of your 

tower being attacked by Heroes. 



Special Resources 

There are also several Special Resources to be collected, which will aid your Minions. 

And, of course, there are the components of your Doomsday Device. 

      
 

Minions 

As a Dark Lord, you will certainly do the work yourself, but will order to your lowly Minions to 

accomplish several Evil Deeds. 

There are a lot of different Minions, each having an Ability, a Combat value and a particular Greed.   

 
There are 6 Abilities (left to right): Obedience, Ambush, Violence, Persuasion, Dark Lore and 

Stealth. Having a particular ability could be a great advantage to your Minion in order to 

accomplish a specific Evil Deed. 

Each Minion is also very fond of a particular Resource (Gold, Food or Mana): if you spend some, 

the Minion will be highly motivated and will be more likely to accomplish his Evil Deed. 

The Combat Value will be used when having to fight against other Minions or against Heroes. 

There are also some very powerful Minions, having higher Combat value and several abilities, but 

they are also much more greedy! 

 



The Boards 

So, what kind of orders could you give to yours Minions? 

Well unfortunately they appear to be a bit dumb, so you cannot give them very specific orders such 

as “go to the Church and steal the Bishop’s Bible”. 

You will have to limit yourself to very general orders, such as “find some Gold somehwere” or “go 

to the Wood and do something” (obviously, each Minion could attempt to execute just 1 order per 

turn).  

Too keep trace of which orders will you instruct, you will use the Places and Missions Boards. 

 
The Places Board    The Missions Board 

 

Apart from your Dark Tower, there are 6 places in the Realm (counter-clockwise from top-left): the 

Countryside, the Wood, the Sanctuary, the City, the Castle and the Dungeon.  

There are 6 basic orders you could give to a Minion (counter-clockwise from top-left): Bring me 

some Gold, Bring me some Food, Bring me some Mana, attempt a Diplomacy Mission, attempt a 

War Mission, and Have some Fun. 

(Note that the Minion’s concept of “Diplomacy” includes poisoning, forging, stealing and so on). 

Each turn you could give to a Minion just 1 of these 12 orders, thus selecting either what must he do 

or where should him go. For example, if you assign him the task of recovering some Gold, he will 

decide by himself if looking for it in the Dungeon or in the Sanctuary or elsewhere. 

On the other hand, if you order him to go to the Wood, it will be upon to him to decide either  of 

having some Fun, or looking for Mana, or else. 

To keep track of what kind of order did you issued, just place your Minion Card on the appropriate 

place on the Place/Mission Board 

Instead of giving him a conventional order (on the Places/Missions Boards), each turn you may 

order one of your Minions (just one!) to try transmuting 2 units of Mana/Food/Gold in a Dark 

Ritual/Power Filter/Infernal Machine component (providing that you have the 2 units of 

Mana/Food/Gold). 

In that case, place your Minion on the appropriate Transmutation board. 

The transmutation will be successful on a throw of 5-6/1d6; otherwise you will loose the Resources. 

   



The Evil Deeds 

So, what kind of things could one of yours Minions do? 

The Minion will decide it by drawing Evil Deed Cards. 

Each Evil Deed Card is characterized by a Place and a Mission (bottom left): once all orders are 

given, each player will draw Evil Deed Cards until he will find one matching the order he gave to 

one of his minions. 

For example, if he gave the order “Bring me some Gold” and then drew the Evil Deed Card 

“StrongRoom Robbery”, that  means that his minion will go to the Castle and attempt to do the 

Robbery. 

If he draw an Evil Deed Card not matching the Order he gave, such as “Beg for Food”, the player 

will just go on drawing cards until he finds one that matches it. 

     
Note that every Evil Deed card identifies univocally both where the Minion will go and what will 

he try to do.  

It could be that after the Evil Deed determination there are Minions of different Dark Lord in the 

same Place: in that case they will not tolerate the presence of the other(s) and they will fight until 

the other(s) will die. Only after having chased away all competitors from the Place where he is the 

minion will attempt to perform the Evil Deed. 

 

 0) The Evil Deed is successful on a throw of 5-6/1d6. 

However, there are a few  things that can improve the odds: 

 1) If the Minion which is attempting the Evil Deed has the Ability matching the one reported 

on the Evil Deed Card, you could add +2 to your die roll. 

For example, on the “StrongRoom Robbery” Card the Stealth Ability is reported: if you attempt that 

Evil Deed with the Gargoyle Minion (which possesses the Stealth Ability) you could add +2 to your 

die roll. 

 2) If you spend 1 unit of the Resource the Minion is Greed of (just one!), you will be able to 

add +1 to your die roll. 

For example, the Skeleton Minion likes Mana: if you attempt the Evil Deed with the Skeleton 

Minion and you spend 1 Mana, then you could add +1 to your die roll. 

 

The Win/Lose columns on the right Side of the Evil Deed card will determine the consequences of 

being successful or not then attempting to perform the Evil Deed. 

For example being successful in the “StrongRoom Robbery” will bring you 1 Gold, while being 

unsuccessful will bring you 1 Hate point.   

Sometimes, such as in the “Beg for Food” case, being unsuccessful will not bring harmful 

consequences. 



Sometimes, such as in the “Poison the Good King” Evil Deed, being successful will allow you to 

remove an Hate point. 

When you get a Fight Heroes icon (such as loosing the poisoning attempt), you will have to draw an 

Hero Card and a Fight will begin between your Minion and the Hero, until one is killed. 

  
Sometimes, such as in the “Steal the Holy Grail” Evil Deed, being successful will allow you to 

draw a Power Filter Machine Component, thus making your dream of world conquest nearer! 

(Other Evil Deed Cards will allow you an Infernal Machine Component or a Dark Ritual 

Component). 

On the other hand, loosing the attempt will mean to get an Hate point AND ALSO to fight an Hero. 

 

Other Evil Deed Cards will give you the possibility of obtaining a Fear point or of recruiting a new 

Minion, while some will have no effect at all 

   
 

   
Some Evil Deed Cards will have a Slave icon instead of an Ability icon. 

When trying to perform these deeds, you could add +2 to your die roll if you have a Slave. 

If you loose the test, however, you will loose the Slave! 

On the other hand, there are some Evil Deed Cards which can give you the opportunity to win new 

Slaves 

 

 



   
Other Evil Deed Cards will give you the possibility of drawing a Special Item Card, which will help 

one of your Minions (giving him an extra Ability) 

 

   
Other Evil Deeds Cards give you the possibility of obtaining the Hostage and Battleplan Special 

Cards, which will also help your Minions 

 

 
By accomplishing the “Assassinate Hero” Evil Deed you will be able to discard a random Hero fron 

the Fight hero Deck: that Hero will not be able to fight again for a whole year! 



Fight 

In a Fight Situation:  

0) each player rolls 1d6 and adds it to the Combat value 

1) if a player rolls a 6, he roll the die again and add the new result, too 

2) The Evil Lord could add +1 to the total for each Fear Point spent 

3) the fighter with the most high result win; if the results are the same the fight will go on. 

4) The winner will get a Fear Point Card 

   
For example, the Orc rolls 2 and the Guard rolls a 3. 

The results would be 3+2=5 for the Orc and 3+3=6 for the Cuard, thus the Guard would have killed 

the Orc. However, if the Dark Lord spends 2 Fear Points, the Orc total will rise to 3+2+2=7, and the 

Orc will survive and the Hero will be slaughtered! In addition the Evil Lord will receive a Fear 

Point! 

 

As another example, the Orc rolls 2 and the Guard rolls a 6. Since the Hero rolled a 6, he has to roll 

the die again an gets a 4. The results would be 3+2=5 for the Orc and 3+6+4=13 for the Guard. The 

Minion is killed! 

 

If the loser is a Minion, roll 1d6: 

 on 1-3/d6 the Minion comes back to the Dark Tower and do nothing until next turn 

 on 4-6/d6 the Minion is killed and the card will be discarded. 

 

Once an Hero has fought, he will become weary and will not fight again for the rest of the year; the 

appropriate Hero card will be set apart from the other cards in the Fight hero deck: he will not be 

able to fight again until the next year. 

 



The Calendar 

Each Turn will take a couple of months of time, thus after 6 Turns an entire year will be exhausted. 

Use the Hourglass on the Calendar Board to keep track of the time. 

 
When the year ends, several things will occurr: 

 0) Your Minions will destroy or burn or eat or loose all the Special Items, including the 

Hostage and the Battleplan: discard them. 

However, all the Resources (Gold/Mana/Food) and Power Filter/Infernal Machine/Dark Ritual 

Components will be kept 

  
 1) The Dark Lord having the most Hate Points will be attacked by ALL the surviving 

Heroes, who will try to kill his Minions. If two or more Evil Lords have the same Hate Points, 

decide at random between them 

 2) If the Heroes win, the attacked Dark Lord will have to discard a card at random 

 3) The attacked Dark Lord will discard all his Hate Points, since the Heroes will think him 

dead under the ruins of his Dark Tower (Good Guys are Stupid) 

 4) New Heroes will volunteer to protect the Realm: all discarded Hero Cards will be 

reshuffled back in the Fight Hero deck 

 5) A new Minion will arrive at each Evil Lord Dark Tower: each player could draw a new 

Minion Card 

 6) All the Evil Lords could spend some Fear points. The Evil Lord offering the most Fear 

Points will be able to draw an additional Minion Card. If two or more Evil Lords offer the same 

amount of Fear Points, no one will get the additional Minion 

 



Setup 

At the beginning of the game each Evil Lord 

1) will receive 1 Gold or Food or Mana 

2)  will draw 1 Minion Card 

Also put on the Table the Boards (Places, Mission, Calendar and Transmutation). 

Put the Hourglass Counter in the initial position (top left) of the Calendar board 

 
In this example the Blue Dark Lord drew a Ghost Minion, the Red Dark Lord drew a Black Knight 

Minion and the Green Dark Lord drew a Griffin Minion 

 

Game Turn example  

Each Dark Lord  give an order to his Minion(s), placing him on the Mission Board or on the Places 

Board or on the Transmutation boards 

 
In this example the Blue Dark Lord ordered his Minion to get some Gold, the Red Dark Lord 

ordered his Minion to get some Mana, and the Green Dark Lord ordered his Minion to go to the 

castle. 

 



The players draw Evil Deed Cards until they get one matching the order given to their Minion(s) 

   
The Ghost will go to the Castle and attempt a StrongRoom Robbery; the Black Knight will go to the 

Sanctuary and attempt to Steal the Holy Book and the Griffin will attempt to Poison the Good King 

at the Castle. 

 

Since both the Ghost and the Griffin are in the Castle, they will have to fight and only the last 

Minion standing will be allowed to accomplish his Evil Deed. 

The Ghost  rolls 3; the Griffin rolls 6, rolls again ad get 1. 

thus Ghost 3+3=6; Griffin 3+6+1=10; the Griffin win! The Green Dark Lord gets a Fear point. 

The Ghost has been defeated, so he has now to roll 1d6 to determine if he survived. 

he rolls 5: bad luck! The Ghost Minion Card is discarded and the Blue Evil Lord will have to wait 

until the end of the year to get a new Minion. 

 

Now the Minions attempt to perform their Evil Deeds. 

The Black Knight need to roll 5-6 to do the StrongRoom Robbery, since he has not the Stealth 

Ability. 

Had he been Stealthy, he would have added +2 to the die roll. 

Also if the Red Dark Lord has a Gold and is willing to spend it, the Black Knight would have added 

+1 to the die roll. 

He gets a 2: bad luck! The Red Dark Lord gets 1 Hate point 

 

The Griffin roll a 6: good luck! 

The Green Black Lord may discard an Hate Point. 

 

Had the Griffin been unlucky, and had he failed the attempt, a Fight Hero situation would occurr: a 

Fight Hero Card would Drawn, (for example, the Guard Hero) and the Griffin would have to fight 

against him. After the fight, the Guard Hero is exhausted and the appropriate Card is set apart from 

the rest of the Fight Hero deck, to keep track that he will not fight again until next year. 

 



6 turns are done this way, and the year is ended. 

 Now the End-of-the-Year phase begins 

 0) All the Special Items, including the Hostage and the Battleplan must be discarded. 

However, all the Resources (Gold/Mana/Food) and Power Filter/Infernal Machine/Dark Ritual 

Components will be kept 

 1) The Dark Lord having the most Hate Points will be attacked by ALL the surviving 

Heroes. Exhausted Heroes (such as the Guard Hero, who fought against the Griffin) do not join this 

attack. Fights are solved as usual between Heroes and the Minions of the attacked Dark Lord. For 

each fight which has been won, a Fear point is gained. 

 2) If the Heroes win (i.e. if at the end of the fight there will be some Heroes standing), the 

attacked Dark Lord will have to discard a card at random 

 3) The attacked Dark Lord will discard all his Hate Points, since the Heroes will think him 

dead under the ruins of his Dark Tower (Good Guys are Stupid) 

 4) New Heroes will volunteer to protect the Realm: all discarded Hero Cards will be 

reshuffled back in the Fight Hero deck 

 5) A new Minion will arrive at each Evil Lord Dark Tower: each player could draw a new 

Minion Card 

 6) All the Evil Lords could spend some Fear points. The Evil Lord offering the most Fear 

Points will be able to draw an additional Minion Card. If two or more Evil Lords offer the same 

amount of Fear Points, no one will get the additional Minion 

 


